Interior Services
Starting at $165

THOROUGH VACUUMING
Complete interior is vacuumed with a variety of nozzles to
maximize dirt and debris removal. Compressed air is used to
blow debris out of hard to reach areas.

INTERIOR UV PROTECT AND DRESSING
All surfaces are cleaned and a UV protectant dressing is
applied. It leaves your interior looking like new with a nongreasy look and feel.

GLASS CLEANED INSIDE AND OUT
All glass is thoroughly cleaned inside and out, including
mirrors.

DOOR JAMBS CLEANED- HINGE & LATCH LUBE
Door jambs, hinges and sills / kick plates are all cleaned of
old grease and grime and fresh lubrication is applied to
latches and hinges.

FLOOR MAT SHAMPOO
Floor mats are cleaned and/or shampooed to remove
bacteria, odors and most stains. Rubber mats are dressed
with a UV protectant. (Drivers mat is not dressed for safety)

CARPET AND UPHOLSTERY CLEANED
Soiled carpets and fabric seats are pretreated with stain
removers and then scrubbed with a foaming shampoo that
pulls odors, most stains, allergens and bacteria out of the
fibers. This is then removed from the carpets using hot
water extraction (commonly known as steam cleaning). A

fabric protectant / sealant is available to minimize future
soiling.
INTERIOR STEAM CLEAN
A high temp, high-pressure steam is used to clean and
disinfect all of the tightest nooks and crannies around
your interior. Dash vents are cleaned and the stickiest of
spills are removed, all without any other cleaners needed.

HEADLINER SPOT CLEAN
Pen marks and other soiled areas of headliner are carefully
cleaned.

LEATHER CLEAN & CONDITION
All leather surfaces are cleaned and conditioned with
automotive-specific products to restore oils and suppleness
and stain resistance.

All personal belongings left in the cabin will
be bagged and left in the back seat. Glovebox
and center console(s) will not be cleaned if
items are left in them. These are considered
private areas and will not be disturbed.

Mike Sommer

EXTERIOR Detail
Starting at $165

WASH AND DRY – the beginning of every great detail…
Vehicle is washed with automotive-specific shampoo to
safely remove dirt and grime without causing additional
micro scratching and marring, then dried with microfiber
drying towels and compressed air.

DECONTAMINATE PAINT SURFACES AS NEEDED
An automotive clay or clay substitute is used to remove
bonded contaminates from paint surface, most commonly
found on horizontal planes. This leaves the surface glasssmooth and ready for polishing.

PAINT CORRECTION (BUFF & POLISHING)
Paint is polished with a multi-function reconditioning
compound. This removes up to 80% of swirl marks and light
scratches and oxidation while leaving a good coat of wax
behind for protection. The all-in-one compounds use new
technology in compounds to start out fairly aggressive to
remove swirls, light scratches and marring then breaks
down into finer and finer particles to become a finishing
polish then diminishes all together.

PAINT SEALANT
A hydrophobic paint sealant is applied for even greater
protection from the elements and allow for unmatched
water beading and roll off. Any dirt and road grime build
up that does occur can be easily rinsed right off. This
sealant gives paint great gloss and depth too! An ultra-

durable paint coating is available as well.
WHEEL CLEAN
Wheels are cleaned with aggressive cleaners specific to
automotive wheels, to remove baked on brake dust, yet is safe
for polished aluminum and plated surfaces.

EXHAUST TIP CLEAN
Polished exhaust pipe tips are cleaned and their shine
brought back.

TIRE & TRIM UV PROTECT AND DRESS
Tires and wheel wells are cleaned and a UV protectant
dressing is applied. All plastic and rubber trim pieces are
dressed and UV protected to bring back the rich dark
colors they were meant to have.

ENGINE DETAIL AND DRESS
Engine and bay are degreased and cleaned to a like new
appearance and
a water-based (engine safe) dressing applied for a great shine
without a greasy look.

OUTSIDE GLASS CLEAN
Glass is cleaned to a streak-free shine. Water spot removal is

available

